Formosa Betrayed is a 1965 book written by George H. Kerr, a US diplomatic officer in Taiwan, who witnessed the February 28 Incident, and the corruption and killings committed by the Kuomintang (KMT, Chinese Nationalist Party) in Taiwan after World War II. Formosa Betrayed is one of the most influential books about Taiwan's transition from Japanese colonial rule. Kerr was working for the American Foreign Service at the time of the transition, and was present in Taiwan during the KMT occupation and for months Ruth has always wanted a normal life. However at the young age of twelve that was ripped away from her. Kidnapped and alone Ruth is forced to do stuff no child should ever have to do, witness stuff that not even adults would like to see. Scared and running for her life Ruth is forced to trust no one, not even her own family. So when she joins a school she meets loads of friends that say they'll protect her no matter what costs, but can she really trust them? To make matters worse, little does she know that her kidnappers are Betrayed. Series: House Of Night #2. Authors: P. C. Cast. Genres: Young Adult, Fantasy. Published: 2007. Other books in the series. Marked. House Of Night #1. P. C. Cast. Views 24,986. Published 2007. Betrayed. House Of Night #2. P. C. Cast. The Betrayed is a book in The Elder Scrolls V: Dawnguard. A reward from Urag gro-Shub at the College of Winterhold in the quest "Ancient Falmer Tomes.". This book is the translated version of Unknown Book, Vol. I by noted Falmer scholar, Calcelmo. The poem relates to the Snow Elves' slow regression into the twisted Falmer, after they were enslaved and blinded by the Dwemer. The title relates to what surviving Snow Elves call the modern Falmer. The Betrayedby Engwe Emeloth. Book Betrayed!, genre: Suspense, author Potter Swift. Read Betrayed! on the self publishing platform Booknet. Description of book "Betrayed!" We were in the middle of a forest, when my parents stop the car. "What's wrong?" I ask. No one answers. We get out of the car. My parents leave the car doors open, which puzzles me but I don't speak.